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Bente Lauridsen 
Abstract. The exposure rate constant r is calculated and tabu-
lated for 1084 nuclides. The exposure rate constant is defined 
as the ratio of the product of the exposure rate and the square 
of the distance from a radioactive point source to the source 
strength Q. 
The dose equivalent rate constant T is here defined as the ratio 
of the mean dose equivalent rate to a water cylinder of 30 cm 
diameter and 100 cm height placed 100 cm from a radioactive 
source to the source strength Q. The source is placed at the mid-
plane of the cylinder. The dimensions of the cylinder were chosen 
to approximate a human phantom of 70 kg mass. The dose equivalent 
rate constant is calculated and tabulated for 1084 nuclides. For 
both quantities, r and T, the contributions from photon energies 
below 30 keV and X-rays are omitted. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is often convenient to know the exposure rate at a given 
distance from a radioactive source and the mean whole body dose 
equivalent rate to a person who is situated in the radiation 
field from the source. 
The simulation of a human phantom is in this report made by a 30 
cm diameter cylinder with a 100 cm height . The cylinder 
material is water which is approximately equivalent to human 
tissue regarding photon absorption and attenuation properties. 
In this report the exposure rate and the mean dose equivalent 
rate to the above mentioned cylinder 1 m from the source is 
calculated for 1084 photon-emitting nuclides. The source 
geometry is that of a point source. 
The contribution to these two quantities from photon energies 
below 30 keV and from X-rays are omitted because such low energy 
radiation has no practical importance when handling radioactive 
sources. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE EXPOSURE RATE CONSTANT. 
The exposure rate constant r is defined as the ratio of X*d2 to 
Q, where X is the exposure rate at the distance d from a 
photon-emitting point source of strength Q 
r-*.§! (i> 
and then 
X - T • 2- (2) 
d2 
If r is expressed in units of R»m2/Ci'h , r is then the exposure 
rate in R/h at 1 m's distance from a point source with the 
source strength of 1 Ci. 
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3. CALCULATE.« OF THE EXPOSURE RATE COHSTAMT 
A general expression for the exposure rate in air is 
* - • " (fOair • Ev (3> 
where 
<t> = fluence rate 
/ jjenj _
 m a s s energy absorption coefficient in air 
E = photon energy 
The fiuence rate from a point isotropic source is calculated as: 
• - - V <*> 
4ird2 
which gives the exposure rate: 
Setting (2) equal to (5) gives an expression for the exposure 
rate constant r • Inserting E in units of 
MeV/photon , (pen/p)air in cm2/g gives r in R»m2/Ci«h if the 
following conversion factors are used: 
1 MeV = 1.602 10*13 Joule 
1 Joule = 105 rad-g 
1 R = 0.869 rad in air 
1 Ci = 3.7 • 1010 disintegrations/sec 
1 h s 3600 sec 
1 cm2 a 10"*m2 
- 3 -
For a radioactive source eaitting o photons each of energy Ej 
and yield fi the exposure rate constant is then given by: 
or 
r - 1>,54 • £ ( ( » ) , i r ) t • « , . £ , <T) 
i=l 
1. CALCULATION OF THE MEAN DOSE RATE TO CYLINDER 
The Bean dose rate to a given cylinder fro« a photon-emitting 
point source of strength Q can be calculated as the dose rate at 
the source position from the cylinder, where the activity Q is 
hOBogeneously distributed in the cylinder (reciprocity theorem). 
This is shown in the following with reference to Figure 1. 
Figure 1. Geometry for calculating the dose rate at a point P 
from a cylindrical source and for calculating the mean 
dose rate to a cylinder from a point source. 
- * -
å general expression for the dose rate D is 
(8) 
where 
• = fluence rate 
uen s aass energy absorption coefficient 
P 
E s photon energy 
4.1. Dose rate at a point fro« a cylindrical source. 
The fluence rate at a point P fro« a cylindrical source of 
strength IL. is given by 
(9) • IP-CyD = ^ { ^ • B(E,piri) • e - ^ i dv 
V 
and then the dose rate at the point P fro« the cyl inder 
D(P-qyl) = (Uf)^- EY - J { A * (10) 
where 
A
 - -U-kl ' * BCfc^ r,) V . r . 
y} s total linear attenuation coefficient for 
cylinder material 
S V * irRah 
B s dose build-up factor 
M.2. Mean dose rate to a cylinder from a point source. 
The fluence rate at a point C in the cylinder from a 
photon-emitting point source with the source strength Q placed 
at P is given by 
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-&-—r-r • B(E.u.r.)*«-,:ir» (11) 
which gives the dose rate at C 
^•» -" - ( • f jL t« • " » • $ • » ( , 2 ) 
The aean aose rate in the cylinder is then given as 
Coaparing (13) to (10) gives 
i mri-n - (f%.t«r • ( f C • *«»*c»u "O 
For a nuclide emitting N photons each of energy Ej and yield fj 
the aean dose rate to a water filled cylinder fro« a point 
source of strength Q placed 1 • froa the centerline and in the 
•idplane of the cylinder is given by 
»<*•*•« - A j d ^ V v i (PfUi(15' 
j=l V 
the integral I AdV can be expressed as 
Jv 
f AdV s 2-R-G(k,p,yR) (16) 
where 
k s h/R 
p s b/R 
G(k,p,iiR? is given in ref. 1, but that expression does not 
include dose build-up. In this report G is calculated ry 
numerical integration where dose build-up in the cylinder 
material is also considered. G is calculated from the equation: 
G(k D UR) - P P P «;*»'fl»'dji'B(B.ur') .ur' 

















 ^ ^ *
2R
'fe CJ(k'p'*R)"VEW(T)«.t.r)j (18) 
Introducing the conversion factors mentioned in Section 3 gives 
§ (Cylt-P)= 3.7'10l°-3600 -1.602-1013«10 
^ • ^ • f e ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ w a t e r L 
=1.08.105. ^  • ^ ^ ( K ^ p ^ R J . f j . E ^ ^ ^ (19) 
With the quality factor Qf for gamma radiation equal 1, 
expressing R and h in units of cm, E in units of MeV, and 
(uen/p)water in units of cm /g gives the dose equivalent rate 
constant T in units of rem/h-Ci. 
T a D^ylfP? . Q £ (20) 
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5. DOSE BCILD-OP FACTOMS 
The dose build-up factors are calculated fro« Capo's formula 
(see ref. 2) for photon energies greater than 255 kef. 
(E.yR) »il L . cij ' E ' ^ U R ) 1 Blt.um «£__ i cij " * ' IUK; (21) 
i^ o j-o 
or 




*i = 1 1 Cij ' E"j (23) 
The coefficients cij are tabulated in ref. 2 for different 
•aterials. In this report the figures for water are used. 
Por energies below or equal to 255 ke? the Berger foraula 
B(£,uR) = 1+ C <£) • (MR) -e D(E) "^ (2* ) 
is used. 
Vrubel (see ref. 3) has given values for C and D in air in the 
energy range 20 keV - 6 HeV. As the build-up factors for water 
is nearly equal to those for air Vrubels data are used to 
calculate dose build-up in water. The data are fitted to a 
liniar polynomial of order 13 in E. 
- 8 -
6. MASS EKEBGT åBSOtFTIOB COSPFICIBHS AMD TOTAL LIBCAI 
ATTMOATioa coEFicinrr. 
The values for (yen/p)air. (yen/p)water, and (y/p) water are 
tabulated in ref. 4 for 27 photon energies in the range 10 ke« 
to 10 He?. Setting a water2 1 f/ca' fi*«» the numerical value of 
»water t o °* equal to the numerical value of (y/p)water . 





 ( 2 7 ) 
The values for aA, aj, and a k are calculated by a standard 
coaputer prograa. In Table 1, 2, and 3 the values for (yen/p)air 
(yen/p)water,and (y/p) water are given for a nuaber of photon 
energies. 
7. DATA 
The calculations are based on data froa the Evaluated nuclear 
Structure Data File of the Oak lidge nuclear Data Project. 1?iis 
file contains radioactive decay data for nearly all nuclides. 
The coaputer prograa HEDLIST (see ref. 5), aaong other things* 
calculates the energies and intensities of the gaaaa radiation 
froa each nuclide and tabulates then in order of increasing 
energy. X low intensity cutoff liait for the photon yields, 0.1 
percenty is build into HEDLIST. 
Fachinforaationszentrua Energie, Physlk, Natbcaatik GabH, 
Fachabteilung III, Daten und Fakten in Karlsruhe continually 
updates the HEDLIST file from the latest ERSDF-tapes . 
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8. TABLES 
In table 1, 2, and 3 the mass energy absorption coefficients for 
air, the mass energy absorption coefficient for water, and the 
mass attenuation coefficient for water are tabulated. 
Table 4 gives the calculated values for the exposure rate 
constant r and the dose equivalent rate constant T for 1084 
nuclides. The nuclide 137Cs does not emit photons but decays to 
137mBa. This nuclide emits photons with an energy of 661.645 keV 
and is given as 137Cs+137Ba m in the table- 226Ra, decaying to 
21
*Pb and 21*Bi is given as 226 Ra + da-, and the contributions 
from 2lh?b, 21,,Bi and 228Ra are included in T and T . Nuclides 
with a metastable phase are marked with a "m". 
Table 4 is organized in the following way 
Column 1. The mass number and the name of the nuclide. 
2. The atomic number for the nuclide. 
3- Half life T, . 
4. Photon energy E in keV. 
5. Photon yield fA in photons per disintegration. 
6. Exposure rate constant r in Rm2/Ci-h. 
7- Dose equivalent rate constant T in rem/Ci-h. 
9. PINAL REMARKS 
The tables in this report will be updated every fourth year with 
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yen/pfor air as a 
Energy HSH 
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yen/pfor air as a function of 
Energy ^ 2 Energy 

























































































































































































TABLE 1 continued 
pen/p for a i r as a function of energy 
Energy *S2 Energy ^
 E n e r g y J*«S 
P p p 

























































































































































































yen/p for water as a function of energy 
Energy USS g ^ g y liSS
 E n e r g y i»en 






















































































































































































TABLE ? continued 
pen/p for water as a function of energy 
Energy *f± Energy Of*- Energy *££ 























































































































































































































































TABLE 2 continued 
function of energy 





























































































































y/pfor water as a 
































































































































































































TABLE 3 continued 
y/pfor water as a function of energy 
Energy J Energy J Energy J 























































































































































































































































TABLE 3 continued 

































































































EXPOSURE RATE CONSTANTS 
AND 
DOSE EQUIVALENT RATE CONSTANTS 
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7 Be 4 d 0.0285 0.0222 
9 Li 3 s 0.3118 0.2299 
11 C 6 at 0.5881 0.4485 




13 M 7 9.965 • 511.000 1.9964 0.5884 0.4488 
13 0 8 0.009 s 511.000 1.9978 0.5888 0.4*91 
14 B 5 0.016 s 634.000 0.0020 1.7451 1.2860 
6093.000 0.8100 
6726.000 0.0800 
14 0 8 1.177 m 511.000 1.9975 1.5867 1.1858 
2312.660 0.9933 
15 C 6 2.449 s 5297-900 0.6800 1.2032 0.8821 
15 0 8 2.037 m 511.000 1-9977 0.5888 0.4491 




17 N 7 4.169 s 870.800 0.0331* 0.0195 0.0142 
2184.400 0.0034 




18 F 9 1-829 h 511.000 2.0000 0.5895 0.4496 
18 Ne 10 1.672 s 511.000 2.0000 0.6305 0.4796 
660.000 0.0015 
1041.300 0.0719 






19 Ne 10 17.220 s 511.000 2.0000 0.5895 0.4496 











Z Hair Life Energy Yield 
k«f •••2/h/Ci lee/h/Ci 
8 13.570 s 656.000 0.0320 0.5665 C.»1*8 
1057.000 0.9600 
9 11.000 s 1633.600 1.0000 0.7885 0.5830 
11 0.446 s 511.000 2.0066 1.2229 0.9179 
163*.000 0.7950 
11261.000 0.001« 
21 F 9 4.320 s 350.500 0.6400 0.1897 0.1605 
1395.100 0.0050 
17*5.600 0.«710 
21 Ha 11 22.550 s 350.500 0.0510 0.5990 0.4533 
511.000 1.9980 













22 Ha 11 2.604 y 511.000 1.7980 1.1882 0.8881 
1274.540 0.9994 




23 He 10 37.240 9 439-900 0.3300 0.0923 0.0736 
1636.500 0.0100 
2076.400 0.0010 
23 Hg 12 11.360 s 4:9.900 0.0860 0.6108 0.4668 
511.000 1.9985 
24 Ne 10 3.380 • 472.30C 1.0000 0.3107 0.2408 
874.350 0.0790 
24 Ha 11 15.000 h 1368.530 1.0000 1.8266 1.3435 
2754.090 0.9986 
24 Al • 13 0.130 s 511.000 0.1400 0.0675 0.0508 
1368.000 0.0260 
2668.000 0.0070 




24 Al 13 
25 Ne 10 
25 Na 11 
25 Al 13 












































































































































































































































































































































30 P 15 2.499 m 511.000 1.9972 0.5886 0.4490 




31 S 16 2.605 s 511.000 2.0022 0.5983 0.4561 
1266.130 0.0125 
671.270 0.9993 0.3840 0.2805 
1642.420 0.3250 0.6799 0.5026 
2167.510 0.4400 
511.000 2.0000 0.5895 0.4496 
511.000 1.9835 1.5458 1.1563 
2167.000 0.9980 
3936.000 0.0019 








39 Ca 20 0.876 s 511.000 2.0000 0.5895 0.4496 
40 K 19 1.281E+09 y 1460.750 0.1070 0.0779 0.0575 
41 Ar 18 1.827 h 1293.640 0.9916 0.6605 0.4657 
42 K 19 12.360 h 312.750 0.0032 0.1350 0.0998 
1524.665 0.1790 
38 Cl m 
38 Cl 











































































43 Se m 21 0.632 s 151.700 0.9600 0.0704 0.0719 
43 Se 21 3.891 h 372.810 0.7500 0.6318 0.4990 
511.000 1.6020 































44 Se 21 3.927 h 511.000 1.8874 1.1756 0.8782 
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Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R»«2/h/Ci Hem/h/Ci 
11 Sc 21 3-927 h 1157.002 0.9988 1.1756 0.8782 
1199.151 0.0091 
2656.110 0.0011 




11 Ti 22 17.332 y 67.850 0.8770 0.0632 0.0671 
78.100 0.9170 
117.000 0.0010 



















































46 Sc m 
46 Sc 


































































































































































































18 Cr 24 
49 Ca 20 
49 Cr 24 
50 Ca 20 
50 Sc • 21 
50 Sc 21 
50 Hn 25 
50 Hn • 25 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































56 Co 27 
56 Hi 28 
57 Hn 25 
57 Co 27 
































































































































58 Mn 25 1.088 ra 459.160 0.2140 1.2296 0.9044 
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Nuclide Z 
58 Mn 25 
58 Co 27 
58 Cu 29 
59 Fe 26 
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nuclide Z 
60 Zn 30 
61 Fe 26 
61 Co 27 















































































































































































































































009*0 l£ l 
O0tr*S8U 






















LZ a o'j 29 
92 3i 29 
0£ uz 19 





62 Co m 27 
62 Cu 29 
62 Zn 30 
62 Ga 31 
63 Co 27 
63 Zn 30 








































































































































63 Ga 31 
64 Cu 29 
64 Ga 31 
65 Ni 28 
65 Zn 30 







































































































































65 Ga 31 
65 Ge 32 
66 Cu 29 





































































































































66 Ga 31 





























































































































































































66 Ge 32 2.270 h 427.830 0.0053 O.3813 0.3062 

















































































































67 Ga 31 0.0783 0.0764 
67 Ge 32 0.8026 0.6231 
43 -
Nuclide Z 
67 Ge 32 
68 Cu 29 
68 Cu m 29 
68 Ga 31 






































































































































68 As 33 
69 Cu 29 
69 Zn 30 
69 Ge 32 


































































































































0.5244 69 Se 34 
70 Cu 29 4.500 s 884.800 0.5400 0.2658 0.1933 
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Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
Ice? R«a2/h/Ci Rea/h/Ci 













70 Ga 31 21.150 • 176.170 0.0030 0.0041 0.0030 
1039.200 0.0068 









































•uc l ide Z Hair Lire 
70 As 33 52.600 • 
































































































































70 Se 34 
71 Zn 30 
71 Zn • 30 





































































































































71 As 33 
71 Se 3t 
72 Zn 30 































































































































































































Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































72 Br 35 
72 Kr 36 
73 Ga 31 
73 As 33 
73 Se • 34 







































































































































73 Se 34 
73 Kr 36 
74 Zn 30 
74 Ga m 31 





































































































































Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 































































74 As 33 
74 As 33 
74 Br 35 
Half Life Energy 
keV 




17.780 d 634.780 
635.000 





























































































































































































































































Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 































































74 Br m 35 




































































































































74 Kr 36 
75 Ga 31 
75 Ge 32 
alf Life Energy 
keV 

























































































































75 Se 31 119.800 d 66.050 0.0110 0.2056 0.1945 
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Nuclide Z 
75 Se 34 



































































































































Nuclide Z Half Lire Energy Yield r T 
R*a2/h/Ci Rea/h/Ci 
75 Br 35 1-633 h 1515-800 0.0012 0.6906 0.5572 
1561.000 0.0013 
75 Kr 36 4.500 • 88.»00 0.0330 0.6*15 0.5393 













































































































•uc l ide Z Half Lire Energy Yield 
ke¥ 































































76 Ga 31 
76 As 33 
76 Br 35 
Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
76 Br 35 16.200 h 






























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
R«m2/h/Ci Rea/h/Ci 






















































































































76 Rb 37 
77 Ge • 32 
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•a 082 'ft 
P 2L9*l 
M 00£*U 
a j l l JTBH 
s£ -a u 
S£ m JH LL 
££ s V LL 
2£ so LL 
2 9piTonu 
- 59 " 
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Nuclide Z 
77 Br 35 
























































































78 Ge 32 1.450 h 277.300 O.96OO 0.1544 0.1455 
293.900 0.0403 


















78 As 33 
78 Br m 35 
78 Br 35 
79 Ge 32 
79 As 33 







































































































































79 Kr 36 
79 Rb 37 
80 As 33 
Half Life Energy 
keV 
1.460 d 1115.100 
1332.130 





















































































































Nuclide Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
80 Br 








81 Se 34 
81 Se m 
81 Kr 






































































































































Nucl ide Z 
81 Rb 37 































































Yield r T 
R*a2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
0.0049 0.3459 0.2781 



























































82 As 33 
82 As 33 
82 Br ml 35 
82 Br m2 35 






























































































































0.47*2 82 Rb 37 








































































































































































































83 Se 34 
83 Br 35 
83 Rb 37 
Half Life Energy 
keV 


















































2.390 h 529.500 















































































































































009'5£ • 090*4 
000'I IS 
000*12* 









































00E*2* P 0 5 £ ' l 
A*"l 
XSjaug -»jxn JI-SH 
6£ I £8 
6£ • I £8 






83 T 39 
84 As 33 
84 Se 34 
84 Br • 35 







































































































































Z Half Life 
35 31.790 m 
84 Kr 
































































































































84 Nb 41 12.000 s 511.000 2.0000 0.9956 0.7528 
8220*0 £l£0*0 0100*0 082**762 o> 298*2 5£ J S 58 
£S£2*0 



















































































































005*225 s 050*2 
008*222 
000*0*75 s 000*21 
t*yi 
XJjjaug ajTl JTBH 
ft£ 3S 58 
££ sv 58 






85 Br 35 
85 Kr • 36 
85 Kr 36 
85 Sr • 3« 
85 Sr 38 
85 I • 39 








































































































































85 Y 39 

































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energ: Yield r T 
keV R«m2/n/Ci Rem/h/Ci I 
85 Zr 40 7.860 m 836.700 0.0062 0.8547 0.6564 
837.500 0.0025 • 







































86 Rb m 37 1.017 m 556.070 0.9790 0.3139 0.2347 
86 Rb 37 18.660 d 1076.600 0.0878 0.0508 0.0371 











Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 






























































86 Y 39 
86 Zr 40 






































































































































































































































































Nucl ide Z 
87 Br 35 







































































































































87 Kr 36 
87 Sr 38 
87 Y • 39 
87 Y 39 
87 Zr • 40 
87 Zr 40 




































































































































87 Nb m 41 3-820 in 135.100 0.2720 0.6817 0.5429 
- 86 -
Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
87 Nb m 41 3-820 ra 201.200 0.9600 0.6817 0.5129 
511.000 1.9120 
























































































































































































































































Nuclide Z Hair Life Energy Yield r T 
R««2/h/Ci Rea/h/Ci 
88 I 39 106.6*0 d 898.020 0.93*0 1.32*5 0.97*3 
88 Zr *C 83.*00 d 392.900 1.0000 0.22*9 0.1906 
88 Nb • *1 7.800 a 262.500 0.1020 2.0753 1.55*6 









































































































89 Kr 36 0.8099 0.6042 
- 89 -
•uulide Z 
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89 Zr n 
89 Zr 





















































































































































luclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
R»m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
89 Nb 41 2.033 h 1833-400 0.0340 0.7124 0.5364 


















































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
90 Kr 36 32.320 s 


































































































































90 Rb 37 































































Yield r T 
R*«2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
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Nuclide 










































































































































90 Nb 41 
90 No 42 
90 Tc 43 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































l u e l i d e Z 
91 Kr 36 






























































Yield r T 
R»a2/h/Ci Rea/h/Ci 



























































Nuclide Z Hair Li fe Snercy Yield r T 
R»«2/h/Ci Re»/h/Ci 
91 Kr 36 8.570 s 3***.*00 0.0021 0.8113 0.6073 
3578.*00 0.0011 
91 Rb 37 58.400 s 93-630 0.3*00 0.9559 0.7097 




















































































































91 Rb 37 































































Yield r T 
R*«2/h/Ci Ren/h/Ci 

































































91 Nb a 
91 Nb 
























































































































































91 Ho 42 































































Ti*i4 T T 
l*a2/h/Ci *e»/h/Ci 
0.00.* 3 0.5582 0.4256 
0.0033 
0.0OU 
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Nuclide Z 
92 Kr 36 






























































Yield r T 
R»m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 























































92 Sr 38 2.710 h 241.520 0.0300 0.680? 0.5026 
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Nuclide Z 
92 Sr 38 
92 Y 39 
92 Nb ID 41 
92 Nb 41 
92 Tc 43 





































































































































92 Ru 44 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Half Life Energy 
keV 

























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 






























































































































































































































































93 Rb 37 






















































































































































































































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R»a2/h/Ci Rea/h/Ci 

















































94 Nb in 41 6.260 m 871.099 0.0048 0.0023 0.0017 
94 Nb 41 20313.504 y 702.627 1.0000 0.8868 0.6453 
871.099 1.0000 




91 Te • 43 
94 Ic 43 
94 Ru 44 







































































































































95 lb • 
95 lb 
96 Bb 



















































































































































96 Tc 43 
97 Sr 38 
97 Y m 39 





































































































































97 Y 39 
97 Zr 40 
97 Nb m 41 
97 Nb 41 
I 
| 97 Ru 44 
I 








































































































































98 Y 39 
98 Y m 39 
98 Nb 41 






































































































































98 Nb ø 41 51.500 m 1435.000 0.0400 1.2964 0.9510 
| 98 To 43 4.203E+06 y 652.410 1.0000 0.8059 0.5878 
98 Rh 45 9.050 m 511.000 1.7700 0.9C12 0.7345 












































































































99 Zr 40 0.4906 0.3779 
99 Nb 41 0.3906 0.2945 
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Nuclide Z 
99 Nb 41 
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Nuclide Z 


































































































































99 Pd 46 
100 Tc 43 
100 Rh 45 
alf Life Energy 
keV 




























15.800 s 539.590 
590.830 
1512.200 





























































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
100 Rh 45 20.800 h 
101 Zc 40 3.300 s 































































































































Nuclide 2 Half Life 




























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
101 Mo 42 14.620 m 
101 Tc 43 14.200 m 
101 Rh m 45 4.340 d 
101 Rh 45 3.202 y 
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102 Rh 45 
102 Rh m 45 
102 Ag m 47 





































































































































l H £ / h / C i tea /h /Ci 
102 Ac *7 12.900 • 1522-700 0.0270 1.3*79 0.993* 






















































































































103 Ru * *   8  .  0.2819 0.2162 
103 Ag *7   .  22  0 .39** 0.3085 
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Nuclide Z 
103 Ag 47 





























































































































Nucl ide Z 
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a j l l JT^H 
11? **/ trot 





104 Ag 47 
104 Cd 48 
105 Ru 44 
Half Life Energy 
keV 

























































































































105 Rh a 
105 Rh 
























































































































































































0 1 £ i ' 0 
2510*0 




















8l?90*0 090  
5100*0 




































































n 8y 901 
»V 901 






106 Ag m 47 
107 Ru 44 
107 Rh 45 
Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































107 Rh 45 
107 Cd 48 
107 In 49 
Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 







6.490 h 93-100 0.0460 
828.900 0.0018 




















































































































































































































































108 Rh • 
108 Ag 
















































































































































109 Rh 45 
Half Life 
1.333 m 






109 In m 
109 In 
46 4.690 m 
46 13.427 h 
48 1.060E-05 s 
48 1.200E-05 s 
48 1.271 y 
49 0.210 s 
49 1.340 m 




















































































































109 In 49 
110 Rh 45 
110 Rh m 45 
Half Life Energy 
keV 





























3.000 s 375.000 






























































































110 Ag 47 24.600 s 657.749 0.0450 0.0170 0.0124 
- 145 -
Nuclide Z 
110 Ag • 47 
110 In 49 
110 In a 49 
Ha if Life Energy 
kef 






















































































































































































































































111 In 49 2.830 d 171.280 0.9093 0.2039 0.1895 
245.390 0.9417 
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002*808 
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US I I I 
apTionN 
- I h L -
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Nuclide Z 
114 Ag 47 
114 In 49 
114 In m 4S 
114 Sb 51 
115 Ag 47 
ai: Life 
4.520 s 

























































































































































































































































































115 Te 52 
116 Ag m 47 
116 Ag 47 
116 In 49 
116 In m 49 

























































































































































116 Sb m 51 
116 Te 52 
116 I 53 






































































































































117 Ag 47 
































































































































117 Cd 48 
117 Cd m 48 
Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 


































117 In 49 43.800 m 158.600 0.8700 0.3867 0.3072 
396.600 0.0014 
552.900 1.0000 
117 In m 49 1-942 h 158.600 0.1590 0.0463 0.0443 
315.302 0.1910 
117 Sn 50 13.610 d 156.020 0.0211 0.0687 0.0694 
158.560 0.8640 





117 Te 52 0.103 s 100.000 1.0000 0.1883 0.1838 
274.400 0.9500 







117 Te 52 
117 I 53 
117 Xe 5* 
118 Ag n 47 


























































































































































































118 Ag 47 
118 In 49 
118 In a2 49 
118 In al 49 
118 Sb 5: 
118 Sb • 51 







































































































































118 I 53 
120 Ag 47 
120 Cd 48 
120 In 49 




































































































































- I DO -
Nuclide Z Half Life 
120 Sb 51 15.890 m 
120 Sb m 51 5.760 d 



















































































































R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci • 




Nuclide Z Half Lire Energy Yield 
kef 






























































120 I 53 1.350 h 1874.700 0.0058 0.871*1 0.6442 
Half Life 
40.000 D 




















































































































120 Xe 54 m 0.1917 0.1508 
Nuclide 
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Nuclide Z 

































































































































120 Xe 54 
121 Te 52 
121 Te m 52 
121 I 53 
122 In 49 



































































































































0.1881 122 Sb 51 
122 I 53 3.620 ra 564.000 0.1770 0.0793 0.0588 
- 164 -
Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R»m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 




































123 Sn m 50 40.080 m 160.330 0.8500 0.0670 0.0674 
123 Sn 50 129.200 d 1088.640 0.0060 0 0035 0.0026 
123 Te 52 119.700 d 159.000 0.8400 0.0655 0.0661 
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124 Sb 51 
124 I 53 
124 Cs 55 
125 Sn m 50 







































































































































125 Sn 50 









25 Te 52 
125 I 53 
125 Xe m 54 
125 Xe 54 
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126 I 53 
126 Cs 55 
127 Sn 50 
alf Life Energy 
kef 





1.640 • 388.500 
492.000 





















































































































•ue l ide Z 


























































































































































































127 Sn 50 














































































































































































































































































































































128 So 50 59-100 • »82-300 0.6»00 0-3575 0.2766 
557.300 0.1790 
660.500 0.1730 
128 Sb • 51 10.400 • 193-500 0.0100 1.1296 0.8577 


















































































































128 Sb 51 
128 I 53 
128 Cs 55 
128 Ba 56 
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129 Cs 55 
130 In 49 
130 Sn m 50 
130 Sn 50 







































































































































130 Sb m 51 6.300 m 1046.500 0.0280 1.4832 1.0935 
130 Sb 51 40.000 m 182.300 0.6500 1.7951 1.3594 



















































































































— o,j — _
 v ^ v 
R»m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
1 3 0 S b
 51 40.000 m 1438.400 0.0060 1.7951 1.3594 
130 Ira 53 9.000 m 536.000 0.1670 0 1603 0.0453 
1 3 0 z
 53 12.360 h 418.010 0.3420 1.2132 0.9003 
Half Life Energy 
keV 










































































































 Cs 55 0.0230 0.0171 
1 3 0 B a
























































































































005*259 s 110*0 
As* 
A8J3U3 s j n JIBH 
- 62.1 -
IS QS l£l 
95 eg 0£l 
2 apTionN 
2.5 «1 0£l 
- 180 -
Nuclide Z 
131 Sb 51 




























































































































































































131 Te 52 






























































Yield r T 
R»m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 



























































131 Te « 
131 I 
131 Xe 









































































































































alf Life Energy 
keV 
14.600 • 108.450 























































































































131 La 57 






























































Yield r T 
R»m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 


















































































































































































• 008*2 IS PS 2£l 
s 000*01? OS US 2 £ l 
I 
I 
"* 000*01 85 ao l £ l 
I 
3JT1 JTBH 2 apTTOHN 




132 Sb 51 
132 Sb m 51 
132 Te 52 
132 1 • 53 


































































































































































































































































55 so 2£t 
£5 I 2£« 
Z SPTTOHN 
- 2.81 " 
- 188 -
Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 































































132 La 57 










133 Te m 52 
Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































133 Te • 52 
133 I m 53 


























































































































































































133 I 53 
133 Xe m 
133 Xe 




133 Ba 56 
134 Sb 51 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R»«2/h/Ci Rea/h/Ci 





































135 Xe m 5* 15.290 m 526.571 0.8120 0.2*66 0.1866 





135 Cs 55 53.000 m 780.000 1.0000 0.8919 0.6*82 
8*0.000 0.9580 
135 Ba 56 1.196 d 268,238 0.1600 0.0237 0.0219 
135 La 57 19.500 h *80.500 0.0156 0.0055 0.00*2 
587.830 0.0010 
87*.500 0.0017 
135 Ce m 58 20.000 s 82.*0C 0.2162 0.1320 0.1258 
150.200 0.2120 
212.800 0.731* 



































































026*£/ l I 
024*12.11 





















































85 9o 5£l 




135 Nd 60 
136 I m 53 
136 I 53 
Half Life Energy 
keV 
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Nuclide Z 
136 Pm 61 
137Cs+137Ba m 14 
137 Xe 54 
137 Ba 
137 Ce 




137 Pr 59 









































































































































137 Nd 60 
138 I 53 
138 I 53 































































































































138 Cs m 55 2.900 m 79.900 0.0034 0.2747 0.2114 
I 
I 
Nuclide Z Half Life 
138 Cs m 55 2.900 m 










































































































































































































































































138 Pm 61 
I 
I 
































































Yield r T 
R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
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Nucl ide Z Ha l f L i f e 
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141 Sm 62 































































































































141 Sm m 62 
141 Eu m 63 
141 Eu 63 
Half Life Energy 
keV 
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Nuclide Z Half Life 
142 Ba 56 10.600 • 


























































































































































































































































































































142 La 57 
142 Pr 59 
142 Pm 61 
142 Sm 62 
142 Eu 63 







































































































































142 Eu m 63 
143 Cs 55 




































































































































143 Ba 56 



































































































































143 La 57 
143 Ce 58 
143 Pm 61 
143 Sm 62 
143 Sm m 62 
143 Sm 62 















































































































































143 Eu 63 
143 Gd 64 































































































































































































































































































144 Pa 61 
1*5 Ba 56 






























































































































145 La 57 































































































































145 Ce 58 
145 Ce 58 
145 Pr 59 
145 Pm 61 
145 Sm 62 
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9JT1 J ieH 
£9 n 3 9*7l 
19 m<J 9t7t 
85 90 9t7l 





146 Eu 63 * 
146 Gd 64 
146 Tb 65 






























































































































































































































































































































147 Pr 59 
147 Nd 60 
1*7 Eu 63 







































































































































































































































































147 Gd 64 
147 Tb m 65 
147 Tb 65 
147 Dy 66 






































































































































148 Pr 59 
148 Pa 61 
148 Pa a 61 




































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 




























































148 Eu 63 







































































148 Dy 66 













































































































































































149 Gd 6* 
149 Tb 65 
I f Life Energy Yield 
kef 





























































149 Tb 65 



































































































































150 Pm 61 
150 Eu m 63 
150 Eu 63 
Half Life Energy 
keV 



























































































































150 Eu 63 
150 Tb m 65 































































































































































































50 Tb 65 
150 Dy 66 






































































































































































































































































































































































































151 Nd 60 
































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 


























































151 Tb 65 
152 Eu m 63 
152 Eu 63 
Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































152 Eu 63 
o3 Pa 61 
153 Sn 62 
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154 Pm 61 


























































































































R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 1 




154 Pm m 61 
154 Eu m 63 
154 Eu 63 
Half Life Energy 
keV 






























































































































15* Eu 63 8.806 y 90*.050 0.0082 0.6568 0.*899 
15* Tb «2 65 9.000 h 123.0*0 0.3600 0.7873 0.5935 




















































































































duclide Z Half Life 































































































































































































Half Life Energy 
keV 
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155 Tb 65 
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155 Ho 67 

























































































































156 Eu 63 15.190 d 88.964 0.0890 0.6548 0.4825 
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Nuclide Z 
156 Eu 63 
156 Tb 65 
156 Tb 65 




































































































































Muclide 2 Half Life Energy Yi<?ld r T 
keV R««2/h/Ci Ren/h/Ci 






















































157 Ss 62 1.383 m 121.500 1.0000 0.0551 0.0589 











































































































































157 Ho 67 































































Yield r T 
R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 




























































































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
158 Tb 65 150.103 > 




























































0 . 1 M 8 
0.0465 




























































159 Eu 63 
159 Gd 64 
159 Dy 66 
159 Dy 66 





















































































































































































































































































161 Tb 65 
161 Ho 67 
161 Er 68 



































































































































Energy Yield r T 






















































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R*m2/h/Ci Rera/h/Ci 
























162 Gd 64 9.000 m 38.800 0.0660 0.2490 0.2024 
402.800 0.4700 
441.600 0.5400 



























Nuclide Z Half Life 
162 Ho m 67 68.000 m 
162 Tin m 69 24.300 s 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































16£ TK 69 
102 Yb 70 
164 Tb 65 
Half Life Energy 
keV 









18.900 m 44.660 
118.770 
163-470 















































































































































































































































164 Ta m 
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Nuclide Z 
165 Yb 70 
166 Dy 66 
166 Ho 67 







































































































































166 Tm 69 7.700 h 73-500 0.0010 0.9256 0.6882 
- 284 -
Nuclide Z 





























































































































































































166 TM 69 
166 lb 70 
166 Lu B2 71 









































































































































Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
166 Lu 71 2.650 m 
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Nuclide Z 
167 Ho 67 
167 Er 68 
167 TB 69 
167 Yb 70 
167 Hf 72 








































































































































168 Ho 67 3-000 • 1371.850 0.0130 0.4619 0.3398 





















































































































168 Lu 71 0.4357 
- 291 -
Nuclide Z 
168 Lu 71 
168 Lu • 71 
If Life Energy Yield 
kef 































































168 Lu • 71 
169 Tb 70 
169 Lu 71 
Half Lir* Energy 
ke¥ 

























































































































169 Lu 71 
169 Hf 72 
170 Ho 67 
170 Tm 69 
170 Tm 69 






































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 




























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 































































170 Hf 72 


















































































171 Tm 69 1.921 y 66.718 0.0015 0.0001 0.0001 
171 Lu m 71 1.317 m 71.000 0.0020 0.0001 C.0001 
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Nuclide Z 
172 Yb 70 
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173 Er 68 
173 Tm 69 
173 Lu 71 
173 Hf 72 





































































































































Nucl ide Z 
173 Ta 73 



































































































































174 Tm 69 
174 Lu m 71 
174 Lu 71 
174 Ta 73 

















































































































































































































































































































































Nuclide Z Hair Life Energy Yield 
kef 































































































































































































175 Ta 73 

































































Yield r T 
R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
0.0118 0.4283 0.3324 
0.0036 
























































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 




















































176 Lu m 71 3.680 h 88.361 0.0880 0.0034 0.0038 





























































































































































176 Ta 73 
176 W 74 
176 Pt 78 
177 Yb ra 70 




























































































































































































177 Tb 70 
177 Lu 71 
177 Lu • 71 
Half Life Energy 
keV 





























































































































177 Lu a 71 
177 Hf m2 72 
177 Hf m1 72 
177 Ta 73 

































































































































































































































































177 W 74 































































































































177 Re 75 
178 Yb 70 
178 Lu m 71 
178 Lu 71 





178 Ta m 73 








































































































































178 Ta 73 





































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
178 Re 75 13.200 m 3528.700 0.0020 0.5680 0.4361 






179 Hf ml 72 18.680 s 160.700 0.0278 0.1103 0.1021 
214.000 0.9524 
















179 W 74 37.500 m 30.700 0.3600 0.0282 0.0058 
133.900 0.0040 



























180 Lu 71 
1P0 Hf 72 
180 Ta 73 
180 W 74 
180 Re 75 
180 0s 76 
181 Hf 72 








































































































































Mucllde Z Hair Lif' Energy Yield 
kef 
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Nuclide Z Half Life 
181 Os 76 1.750 h 






























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
182 Hf m 72 61.500 m 
182 Hf 72 9.006E+06 y 
182 Ta m 73 15.840 m 
































































































































182 Ta 73 
182 W 74 
182 Re m 75 
Half Life Energy 
keV 
115.000 d 1373.800 




























































































































182 Re m 75 
1P2 Re 7-5 
Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 
12.700 h 2017.300 0.0012 
2057.400 0.0083 
2207.700 0.0010 
















































































































U £ i * 0 t2£6*0 £200*C 
ID/M/»aH TD/M/2"»B 
1 J PI&TX 
009'2iit 
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0l0*£tr6 P 2.99*2 
A** 
Xauaug a jTi JT«H 
Li JI 281 
92. so 281 






































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
R»m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
182 Ir 77 15.000 m 1218.000 0.0140 0.6905 0.5406 














































































































183 Ta 73 0.1276 0.1182 
183 Re 75 1.1578 1.0050 
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Nuclide 
183 Re 75 
183 Re 75 
183 Os m 76 
Half Life Energy 
keV 





























































































































183 Os m 76 
183 Os 76 
184 Hf 72 





































































































































184 Ta 73 
184 Re 75 
181 Re m 75 
Half Life Energy 
keV 



























































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
184 Re m 75 165.000 d 






























































































































Nucl ide Z 
















































































































































































































































































































005*8202 M 020*£ 
AS* 
ASuaug a j n J I B H 
62. nv f,8t 
82. Id tr8L 




Nuclide Z Half Life 





























































































































184 Au 79 




























































































































































































185 Ta 73 
185 Os 76 
185 Ir 77 







































































































































































































































































186 Ta 73 10.500 a 1092.500 0.0059 0.8573 0.6774 
186 Re 75 3-777 d 122.700 0.0180 0.0065 0.0069 
137.157 0.0860 
186 Re m 75 200136.986 y 40.290 0.0500 0.0088 0.0073 
59.000 0.1778 
99.330 0.0107 
186 Ir 77 1.750 h 137.100 0.3300 0.4967 0.3771 



































































































186 Au 79 0.8?J9 0.6556 
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Nuclide Z 
186 Au 79 

































































































































187 W 74 
188 W 74 
188 Re m 75 
188 Re 75 
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190 Ir 77 
191 0s 76 
192 Os 76 







































































































































192 Ir 77 74.020 d 489.060 0.0040 0.4581 0.3960 
192 Ir 77 241.165 y 161.000 0.0013 0.0001 0.0001 










































































































193 Pt 78  0.0001 0.0001 
193 Au m 79 0.1396 0.1243 





193 *u 79 17.650 h 290.330 0.0012 0.070! C.C635 
193 Hg 80 11.100 h 39.490 0.0800 0.5109 0.3990 



















































































































193 Hg 80 
194 Os 76 
194 Ir 77 

































































































































0.4021 194 Au 79 
318.140 0.0033 
- 351 -
Nuclide Z Half Life 



























































































































194 Au 79 
194 TI 81 
195 Ir 77 




































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life 
























































































































































































195 Ir m 
195 Pt 
195 Au m 
195 Au 
195 Hg 




















































































































195 TI m 81 3.600 s 99.000 0.0062 0.1999 0.1715 
383.640 0.9100 





Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 













































































































































































0 0 2 . U 2 U 
099*1211 
006*2011 
0 £ £ ' 0 0 U 
028*2601 
091*2.901 












Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 


























































195 Pb 82 
197 Pt m 78 
197 Pt 78 
197 Au 79 
197 Hg ID 80 
197 Hg 80 
197 Tl 81 









































































































































197 Tl 81 2.840 h 676.400 0.0065 0.1628 0.1254 

















































































































198 Au m 79 0.2377 0.2276 
198 Au 79 0.2311 0.1908 
198 Tl m 81 0.6442 0.5015 
Nuclide Z 
198 T l m 81 































































































































198 Tl 81 
Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 























































































































































































































































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R*m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 



























































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R»m2/h/Ci Fem/h/Ci 























































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R«m2/h/Ci Rera/h/( 



























200 Tl 81 0.034 s 213.000 0.2300 0.3368 0.258C 
539.000 1.0000 




























200 Tl 81 
200 Pb 82 
200 Bi m 83 



































































































































200 Bi 83 
200 Po 84 



































































































































Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield -r T 
keV R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 




































201 Hg 80 9-400E-05 s 218.90C 0.1950 0.3248 0.2501 
521.050 1.0050 
201 Tl 81 0.002 s 225.000 0.0435 0.4628 0.3732 
331.100 0.8700 
588.000 0.8700 





201 Pb m 82 1.017 ro 620.000 0.5430 0.1935 0.1423 







201 Pb 82 
201 Bi m 83 
201 Bi 83 





































































































































201 Po 84 
201 At 85 
202 Au 79 
202 Tl 81 
202 Pb 82 






































































































































202 31 83 1.670 h 222.790 0.0069 1.4255 1.0681 




















































































































































































































































1 ,11011 (16 =
" R«B2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
202 Bi 83 1.670 h 1848.730 0.0020 1.4255 1.0681 
202 Po 84 44.700 • 41.200 0.0300 0.4578 0.3448 























































































































203 Pb 82 0.180 s 239.600 0.1000 1.0640 0.8006 
203 Pb • 82 6.300 s 820.200 0.0640 0.3604 0.2619 
825.200 0.7140 
203 Pb 82 2.169 d 279-189 0.8010 0.1349 0.1259 
401.315 0.0344 
680.502 0.0070 










































































































203 Bi 33 
Half Life Energy Yield 
keV 



































































































































































































































































































































































































203 Po 84 
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Half Life Energy 
keV 




























































































































205 At 85 
205 Rn 86 
206 Hg 80 





































































































































206 Bi 83 
*C6 Po 8% 
206 At 85 
Half Life Energy 
kef 




























































































































Bue lid« Z Half ur« En«rfy Yield 
k«V 
































































206 At 35 29-330 • 2298.750 0.0078 1-3387 1.0130 
206 At 85 29.*00 • 68.000 0.0015 0.0001 0.0001 












































































































207 Tl 0.0012 0.0009 
207 9i 1.0646 0.7969 
1240.900 0.0900 
207 Bi 83 38.026 y 569.670 0.9780 0.5092 0.5962 
- 388 -
luclide Z 
207 Bi 83 
207 Po • 84 
207 Po 84 




































































































































Nuclide I Half Life Energy Yield 
IceV 































































207 At 85 
207 Rn 86 































































































































































































































































































































207 Rn 86 
208 Tl 81 
209 Tl 81 
209 Po 84 








































































































































209 At 85 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































212 Bi 83 
213 Bi 83 
213 Bi 83 
214 Pb 82 



















































































































































































































































220 Ra 88 0.023 s 465.000 0.0100 0.0027 0.0021 





























I 222 Ra 88  0.0051 0.0047 




223 Fr 87 
223 Ra 88 
223 Ac 89 
224 Ra 88 
224 Ac 89 
224 Th 90 
225 Ra 88 







































































































































Nucl ide Z Half Life 
225 Ac 69 10.000 d 




195 - 500 
















































































































































































































































































227 Ra 88 
227 Th 90 
227 Pa 91 
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Nucl ide Z 


































































































































228 Pa 91 
228 U 92 
229 Th 90 
229 Pa 91 
230 Th 90 






































































































































230 Pa 91 
230 0 92 
231 Th 90 
231 Pa 91 
231 U 92 















































































































































































































































































232 Np 93 
233 Th 90 
233 Pa 91 
233 Np 93 






































































































































233 Pu 94 
234 Th 90 
234 Pa m 91 












































































































































































































































































































































































































Z Half Life 
91 6.700 h 
92 244667.466 y 



























































































































234 Np 93 
235 Pa 91 
235 Pu 94 
236 Pa 91 






















































































































































































































































237 Pu 94 45.300 d 59.500 0.0325 0.0011 0.0010 









Nuclide I Hair U f i Energy Yield r T 
IceV B«a2/h/Ci Sea/h/Ci 




















































240 U 92 14.100 h 44.100 0.0169 0.0007 0.0004 
240 Np m 93 7.400 * 66.500 0.0027 0.1772 0.1323 
896*1*0 


























































































































n 000*59 £6 <*N 0*2 
« 001?*2 £6 w <*N ot?2 
3JTT JTHH Z apTTonN 
- 1 1 * " 
- 418 -
Nuclide Z Half Life Energy Yield r T 
keV R«m2/h/Ci Rem/h/Ci 
240 Am 95 2.117 d 98.900 0.0150 0.5187 0.3782 
888.800 0.2510 
987.760 0.7300 
241 Am 95 432.496 y 33-195 0.0012 0.0121 0.0115 
59.537 0.359C 
















242 Am 95 152.104 y 49-300 0.0020 0.0001 0.0001 





















243 Bk 97 4.500 h 755.000 0.1000 0.0986 0.0717 
840.000 0.0300 
946.000 0.0800 
244 Am m 95 26.000 n 42.900 0.2000 0.0086 0.0051 
244 Am 95 10.100 h 99.400 0.0483 0.4362 0.3220 
- 419 -
Nuclide Z Half Life 
244 Am 95 10.100 h 


















































































































































































































































































1 246 Am m 




1 247 Bk 
1 249 Cm 
1 





















































































































































249 Cf 98 
249 Es 99 
250 Bk 97 
250 Es 99 






























































































































251 Bs 99 1.375 d 152.700 0.0091 0.0028 0.0023 
177.600 0.0239 
Nucl ide Z Half Li fe Energy Yield r T 
keV R*ra2/h/Ci hera/h/Ci 
252 Cf »6 i:.&40 v vS.V'O O.:"";-^ J .CCU 3.001! ' 















































































254 Cf 98   ^ 4  300  0.0652 0.0345 
254 Es 99 6   .  0  C.2588 0.1392 








255 No 102 3-100 ra 187.200 C.0550 0.0055 0.0051 
256 Lr 103 31.000 s 0.0160 0.0149 
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The exposure rate constant r is calculated and 
tabulated for 1084 nuclides. The exposure rate 
constant is defined as the ratio of the product 
of the exposure rate and the square of the dis-
tance from a radioactive point source to the 
source strength Q. 
The dose equivalent rate constant T is here de-
fined as the ratio of the mean dose equivalent 
rate to a water cylinder fo 30 cm diameter and 
100 cm height placed 100 cm from a radioactive 
source to the source strength Q. The source is 
placed at the midplane of the cylinder. The di-
mensions of the cylinder were chosen to approxi-
mate a human phantom of 70 kg mass. The dose 
equivalent rate constant is calculated and tabu-
lated for 1084 nuclides. For both quantities, r 
and T, the contributions from photon energies 
below 30 keV and X-rays are omitted. 
The data are based on the Evaluated Nuclear 
Structure Data File, which is compiled by The 
Nuclear Group at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 
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DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark 
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